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ED IT O RIAL D E P A R T M E N T N O T E
Fou ndry accounting, as well as that in many other lines of
work, has undergone some considerable changes in recent
yea rs. One of the points of improvement ha s been the adoption of sta nda rd cost methods of costing castings. T here a re
many fou ndries which still determine the cost of t heir castings
on the basis of pounds produced, but there seems to be an
increase in the practice of basing the costs on the nu mber of
finished castings produced, varying, of course, with the size,
shape, meta l content, etc., of the ca stings. In t his issu e of ou r
Bulletin we a re presenting two papers dealing with sta nda rd
cost methods of accounting for foundries. In addition, the
first paper deals with standard cost accou nting for machine
shops.
R. M. Sabin, the author of the first paper, is a gradua te
of the Whitewa ter Sta te Norma l School, Whitewa ter, Wi sconsin, and of the Wa lton School of Commerce, Chicago. H e
ha s also studied accounting, economics and statistics at Ma rquette University, University of Chicago and University of
Wisconsin. Fr om 1922 to 1929 he practiced public accountancy a nd ta u ght economics a nd a ccou nting in the public schools
of Wisconsin and North Carolina. Since 1929, Mr. Sa bin ha s
been work s accountant for the Wa lk er Manufa cturing Company, Racine, Wisconsin. This paper was submitted by ou r
Milwa ukee Chapter of which M r . Sabin is a member.
Pet er J. Lucey, the au thor of "Bra ss Fou ndry Accounting,"
the second paper in this Bulletin, wa s gradua ted from Bentley
School of Accounting and Finance, Boston, Massachusetts,
in 1928. Fo r t h e p a st ei g h t y ea r s h e h a s been engaged in cost
accounting work for the Boston Elevated Railwa y, where he
has specialized in shop and foundry cost methods.
T hro u gh th e c ou rt esy of th e a u tho r, we a re reprinting herein
the Presidential Address of Roland Du nk erley, F.C.W.A., delivered a t the Twelfth National Cost Conference of the British
Institute of Cost a nd Wo r k s Accou ntants on October 19, 1933.
Ou r purpose in publishing this address is to present to our
members the British point of view. It wou l d a ppe a r t ha t th eir
pro ble ms a r e not u nli k e ou r own a nd in ma ny ca ses they seem
to be reaching out for similar solutions. Mr. Dunkerley's
able analysis of the opportunities and responsibilities of accountants in this crisis might very well have been written for
America n consumption.
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STANDARD

COSTS FOR MACHINE SHO PS
MALLEABLE FO UNDRIES

AND

By R. M. Sabin, Works Accountant
Walker Manufacturing Co., Racine, Wis.
review of the methods and principles
U PON
speakers, authors and others, coupled with

outlined by
considerable
thought and some experience, it has occurred to the writer that
standard costs as expounded and illustrated by a great many experts are not as simple as some of the illustrations and problems
presented for discussion appear to indicate. Engineers writing
on the subject seem to forget the accounting angle, and accountants
to forget the control features so well brought out in the use of
standard cost methods.
Upon questioning the speaker on the last program that I had
occasion to listen to (an admitted expert on standard costs) I
was led to believe that his method of handling variations was
applicable to all cases where standard costs were being applied,
and that any other method was cumbersome, and needlessly expensive. This criticism is as old as the hills and appeared years
ago, under the other types of cost systems. Since the operating
conditions in no two plants are ever alike, it would appear that
(if an unalterable system of determining standard cost variations
is used) some plants would have to function to fit the cost system
rather than the cost system to fit the plant. When this situation
obtains, criticisms begin to flow towards the cost departments, and
rightly so. From my experience, I believe there will be enough
critics around the plant, without inciting new ones.
Some speakers on standard costs contend that standard costs
may or may not be used in connection with a budget. In a great
many plants there could be no budget without standards to accompany it as the standards as set up automatically become the budget
for the shop. No worth while budget could be operated in some
plants under existing operating conditions without the use of
standard costs. It is true that standard costs can be used in any
plant, and that budgets can be set up for any plant, but it is
also true that under certain operating conditions, the budget could
393
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not function, in so far as the shop was concerned, without the
proper functioning of standard costs. And it would have to operate quite differently from the illustrations commonly used to explain the functioning of a standard cost system.
The writer's experience with standard costs over a period of
years covers metal cutting and stamping plants and a malleable
foundry, and has given rise to the application of standard cost —
finding methods under very different operating conditions in each
instance. Existing conditions required different methods of collecting variations, just as different conditions required different
methods of collecting costs under old types of cost - finding and
accounting systems.
Since the cost variations and their collection are the crux of
the whole problem, it is important that they be segregated properly,
first as to months, or other accounting periods; second, as to departments, processes, or operations, if possible; and last of all, as
to the products themselves. Under some systems advocated by
experts it would be impossible to segregate variations to accounting periods. From the standpoint of pure accounting these systems are satisfactory, but they draw down the criticism of the
engineers (who have contributed a great deal of good to standard
costs), as control is lost where only the needs of pure accounting
are met. The methods as customarily outlined would meet all
the requirements if all the product initiated in the month would
be completed in the same month, or in a case where the inventories in process are small, and vary little from month to month.
Under operating conditions existing in our metal cutting plants,
in order to determine standard costs, (as outlined by some advocates) one would have to physically inventory the work -in- process
at standard value at the beginning and end of the month to obtain
a comparison with actual cost of production during the month.
This condition would not be true in our foundry however where
practically everything started is finished in the same month or
period.
Consider, for example, a machine shop, with three or four
hundred orders running simultaneously, over a period of three
months, operations to be done on each batch of work ranging
from one to ten operations. A hundred new orders are started
in the period, a few orders are completed but a great many that
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were started three months ago have reached finished stores, and
possibly would have arrived a month ago except there remained
one or two operations out of ten to be completed.
In this machine shop the product manufactured this month is
widely different from that manufactured last month. The product
started this month may be entirely different from that which
will be started next month, and the contents of the work-in process is never the same from month to month. Under such
conditions one cannot draw off variations merely from finished
orders, and arrive at a cost index that would be of any value. If
this were to be done, in one month when only a few orders are
completed, the variation would be accordingly small and insignificant in total amount, whereas next month a great many orders
might be completed and the variation accordingly very large,
neither of which distorted results may be a correct indication of
the cost efficiency for the particular month. Probably the orders
were 9o% completed two months ago, but were completely finished
this month and a great number of variations exist. The greater
portion of the cost variations to be analyzed occurred two months
or more ago.
From what has been said above, it should become increasingly
clear that variations must be taken daily from what has been
done or a physical inventory taken each month -end of work-in process at standard value, and care must be taken not to inventory
anything that was done the month before in determining standard
value for comparison with actual cost and in finding the cost
index for a current month.
However, from a pure accounting standpoint, not considering
variations as inefficiencies or efficiencies, but as discrepancies, the
method of drawing off variations as the work is completed and
passed to finished stock is satisfactory.
But let us assume for the moment that our standard cost system is a vital part of a budget system and that variations for
what has been done this month affect the budgeted net profit as an
operating loss or gain. Under the method of taking variations
from product on passing to finished stock, we would be disappointed on discovering that while we operated 2o,000 hours, only
4,000 hours of product at standard time reached the finished stock
room, the variations being taken on 4,000 hours under one method,
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and on 20,000 under the other. One can readily note the discrepancy between the two methods. Of course, at the end of
the year one will have drawn off most of the variations and can
inventory the rest to take care of discrepancies, etc., to satisfy
the requirements of pure accounting. But such methods do not
meet the requisites of management any more than the old job
order system does, and do not show where standards as set -up
are in error and that they should be changed to represent a true
normal cost.
A standard cost must not be a bogey or a star to shoot at; it
must represent a true attainable cost under normal conditions,
and if not met there must be some condition present that management should be informed of, so that they can agree to accept the
condition or change it.
Naturally the first problem in connection with standard costs
is the setting of the standards for material, labor and burden.
The material standards are as designated by engineering specifications or some department performing that function, possibly the
cost department itself. The setting of standard prices for the
various descriptions of material is of necessity a function of the
cost department.
With standards of weight, size, etc., related to standard prices,
the material standards are set up. The labor comes next. The
method of payment for labor plays a very important part, for
if time - studied piece rates are used there will be very few labor
variations to write off and, of course, a great deal of work eliminated. However if day work and bonus, or premium plans are
used, complications will arise as to what the standard cost per
piece will be, as one cannot anticipate whether or not bonus and
premium will be earned with uniformity unless it is made so easy
to attain standard earnings that anyone can earn them under
almost any condition. Such is not the aim of standard costs.
However, if such day work and bonus payments vary directly
in proportion to the pieces produced, the difficulty of setting
standards will probably be eliminated, but the variations will still
be with us on nearly every job. Straight piece rates are, however, very simple to administrate, and the only variations that
will arise will be special allowances for short runs and changes
in piece rates.
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By far the most important job in connection with standard
costs is the establishment of normal burden rates and standard
capacity rates, for the reason that all standards should be stated
in terms of time.
In the writer's opinion no standard cost system can or will
be satisfactory where a percentage of direct labor, material, or
any method other than a fixed hourly rate for apportionment of
burden is used. This is particularly true in the case of machine
shops where the machine element is vitally important. It is most
necessary to use a fixed machine rate rather than a fixed man hour rate as a rate based on man hours fails to reveal unused
machine capacity in most cases.
A standard capacity rate is based on the number of machines
in the plant increased by a certain percentage for known idle time.
A normal burden rate is a rate which is known will normally
govern under varying rates of operation, as for instance—
Rate

Standard Capacity ................100,000 Hrs.
Normal Burden Rate ............. 50,000 "
............. 20,000 "
11

10,000

............. etc.

$1.25
2.00

3.00

3.50

For purpose of setting standard burden costs per piece the
standard capacity rate is the only one used. The normal burden
rate is used to determine volume variances and excess manufacturing expense when associated with standard capacity rates as,
for example —using rates above mentioned:
Manufacturing Expense Variance

Plant Operation .... ...............................
Normal Burden Rate .............................

50,000 Hours

X 2.00

Manufacturing Expense Budget .................... $100,000
Actual Expense .... ............................... 103,000
Excess Costs ....... ............................... $ 3,000
Volume Variance

Plant Operation
..............................
Standard Capacity Rate ...........................

50,000
X 1.25

Standard Burden Absorbed ........................
Normal Burden Rate 50,000 Hrs. X $ 2 . 0 0 . . . . . . . . . .

$ 62,500
100,000

Additional Cost by Reason of Operating at 50%
Capacity ....... ...............................
397
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Workman Efficiency Variance
50,000 Hou rs Operated @ $1.25 ....................
48,000 Hours Sta nda rd Produ ction @ $ 1.2 5

$ 62,500
60,000

.........

Opera ting Loss du e to Fa ilu r e to Meet Sta n da rd T ime
2,000 Hou rs @ $1.25 =

$

2,500

It is to be noted that the standard capacity rate and the normal
burden rates are in every instance considered not only a means
of application of burden, but a budget per hour as well. This
should be true, because in the establishment of burden rates, they
are supposed and intended to equal the burden that will be incurred under those capacities, the difference between $ 2 and
$1.25 per hour or 75¢ being applied to volume variance. Under
this method the cost of any product can be computed at any
capacity, for instance:
Product A
Material Cost
$10.00

Standard Cost

Labor

Burden

$5.00

8.0 0 Hou rs

of Product A

Material
$10.00
Labor . . ............
......
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
. ................ 5.00
8 Hou rs @ $1.25 B u r d e n . . . . . . . . . . . .
10.00
$25.00

Normal Cost
Ma terial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
La bor . . . .
8 Hours @ $ 2 .00 Burden . . . . . . . . . . . .

$10.00
5.00
16.00
$31.00

These burden rates may be determined departmentally or for
the plant as a whole. The departmental rate is of course the most
satisfactory for well known reasons. If departmental rates are
used then standard time for product A must be segregated by
departments for determining normal costs at varying rates of
operation for each department. Workman efficiency and volume
variance will also be determined by departments.
Drawing Of f t h e Variations

Under the old method of collecting actual costs we started
from zero and built up costs by departments, production orders,
operations or processes. We started first with the pricing of ma-
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terial requisitions, and charging them at actual or average actual
costs to the accounts kept for finding costs under the method used.
This built up the material cost for the pieces produced. The
labor charged against the order or department from time tickets
built up the labor costs, and the time taken on the amount of
labor and /or material expended determined the amount of burden
to be added to build up burden costs.
Under the new method we try to determine what caused the
old methods to show variations from previous orders, months,
etc. We attach a name to each of these variances and set up
methods to show the variances by each type and the amount of
each by accounting periods.
These variances related to the standard total for the month to
which they apply and furnish cost indexes for the elements or
sub - elements of cost. Using our former illustration we found
— standard always Par, above Par unfavorable.
Expense Variation
Actual Manufa cturing Expense . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sta nda rd Manu facturing Expense . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$103,000 _ 100,000 = Cost Index 103
Vo lu me Variance
Norma l Cost of Plant Opera tion
50,000 Hr s. @ $ 2 .0 0 .. . .. .
Standard Cost of Pla nt Opera tion 50,000 Hrs. @ 1 . 2 5 . . . . . .
$100,000 -

62,500 =

160

$103,000
100,000

$ 3,000
$100,000
62,500
$ 37,500

Wo r k m a n Efficiency Variance
Standa rd Value Time Tak en 50,000 H r s. @ $ 1 . 2 5 . . . . . . . . . .
Sta nda rd Value of Production 48,000 Hrs. @ 1 . 2 5 . . . . . . . . . .
$6 2 ,5 0 0 - 6 0,0 0 0 = Cost Index 1 0 4

$ 62,500
60,000
$

2,500

Norma l Burden Ra te . . . . . . $2.00
Expense Index . . . . . . . . . . . . . X 103

Adju sted B u rden Ra te . . . . . . $2.06
Efficiency Index . . . . . . . . . . . X 104

T o Compensate
Expenses

T o Compensate for Ineffectiveness

for

Excess
$2.06

$2.15
................
..................
Or Composite Index
103 X 160 X 1 0 4 = 171 X $1.25 = $ 2 . 1 5 Actual Burden Ra te for Month
Product A
Ma terial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10.00
Labor
5.00
Burden .........................
8 Hou rs @ $ 2 . 1 5 . . . . . . . .
17.20
Actual

Cost

for

Month........

399
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Material variances are of two classes, those of Purchase and
those of Usage.
Standard prices are set up for each description of material and
the various descriptions of material collected as to classes. That
is, all descriptions of hot rolled strip steel in one class and all
descriptions of cold rolled in another class. The base price on
one class may change, but not affect the other. Sub classes may
and should be set up for the above major classifications. The
reason for classification is that the cost index may change on cold
rolled but not on hot rolled or the reverse, and such classification
gives finer definition of cost indexes than when the material index
is an average figure for the total material purchased.
There are two methods employed in handling standard costs
of material. One is to take them into inventory at actual cost and
charge out on requisition to shop at standard prices, taking the
variation on the issue. Such a method is apt to combine the two
classes of variations. This method however has the advantage of
always showing the material on hand at average cost prices. The
other method records all purchases of material at standard and
actual costs, by classes of material. Relating the totals of actual
to standard gives cost or purchasing index for each class of material and enables one to determine actual material cost on any
product, for example:
Product A
Material
Labor
Burden
$10.00
5.00
8 Hrs. @ 1.25 =10.00
Cost Index . . . . . . . X 90
X 171
Actual Cost . . . . . . 9.00
5.00
17.10
or
Material
Materialll Labor
Burden
Standard Cost . . . . . . .
2.50
7.50
5.00
10.00
Cost Index . . . . . . . . . . X 90
X 110
X 171
Actual Cost . . . . . . . . . .

2.25

8.25

5.00

17.10

Total
$25.00
31.10
Total
$25.00
33.10

There are a great many advantages for this method as compared to the method of taking material into inventory at actual
prices and issuing at standard. First it segregates purchase variance to the time of purchase. There is never more than one price
existing for a specific material. Mistakes are more easily detected as total value of all requisitions for a particular description for a month divided by pounds issued should give standard
price. The inventories can at all times be reduced to market value
400
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by applying purchasing index against the inventory at standard.
Lastly it segregates usage or operating variances from purchasing
variances. Usage variances arise in most cases through substitution of materials at a higher or lower standard price than
specified for that particular product. These variances are real
losses or gain in operating.
The above method has one disadvantage, however, and that is
in the case of purchasing short quantities at high prices from warehouses or sources other than the regular suppliers. The variance
here is charged against purchasing when very often the variation
should be charged to the production department, for failure to
have material on hand, in their zeal to hold the inventories down.
There is another very important variation arising through the
use of castings purchased by the pound. Here we have a variation in weight as well as in price.
In our particular situation we operate a malleable foundry under a standard cost system. We eliminate variances as to price
of castings, as all transfers are made from foundry at standard
cost per pound. The only variance experienced is that due to
weights changing from time to time and errors in establishing
standard weights in the foundry. The weight variations are
charged back to the foundry as they have nothing to do with
machine shop variances. The variance is determined by an actual
count of the pieces multiplied by standard cost per piece. This
value is compared with actual weight multiplied by standard cost
per pound for example:
5 0 0 pcs. @ .0 5 ¢ std cost per pc. = $ 2 5 .0 0
400 lbs. @ .065 std cost per pd. = 26.00
De b it Va r i a ti o n t o fo u n dr y . .. . .

$ 1.00

The variations on each casting are watched carefully, and if
the same type of variation occurs regularly, the standard weight
is changed at the next opportunity which is when changes in
standards are made.
The standards are changed only once a year, at the beginning of
the year unless major changes which affect all, or a major class
of products, are made. Major changes are changes in burden
or labor rates. A change in material base price is not considered
a major one for the reason that the system is designed to aid
401
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production, and material costs are not chargeable to shop operations, but to the product only.
Labor and Burden Application Variances
Since material variances are taken at the time of receipt they
are out of the way, so to speak, in so far as shop operations are
concerned.
We come next to shop operating variances which are mainly
for labor and burden application. Inasmuch as straight piece
rates are used, labor variations are few, except in those cases
where short runs call for day work or extra allowances. And in
those instances where a change in method either increases or decreases the standard piece rate in the interval between changes in
standards. Such variations should be divided into two classes,
because in one case we may have an efficiency or the reverse, and
in the other case we have a change in method which may show
up as a saving or a loss.
What has been said for labor is equally true for burden application variances. The standards as set up show an amount of
burden that will be applied to the product and transferred to inventory. Any more time taken than the standard time must be
charged off as an operating loss, and less time taken than standard
as an operating gain. If we have changes in methods during the
interval between changes of standards, we have a variation which
may be due to two things, namely, failure to meet standard time,
or a change in method. It is true one might offset the other if no
attention were paid to the two variations, but records of workman
efficiency would be lost. To illustrate the point:
Product "A"

Standard Time 8 Hours per "C."
Standard Burden Rate $1.25 per Hr.
Standard Burden Cost $10.00 per "C."
Several illustrates (Figure I) will show results obtained on the
master payroll card —no change in method. Variances are due to
workman either beating standard time or failure to meet it.
Illustration #i showing workman exactly making standard time.
Illustration # 2 failing to meet it and amount of variance.
Illustration #3 beating standard time and amount of variance.
The next illustrations (Figure II) are from the same problem,
403
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but changes in method have reduced standard time in shop to
6 hours per "C" pieces, but the standard cost still remains $io
per "C" for burden.
Illustration #4 shows that while the operator has met the new
standard time by earning the standard rate of 6 2 / ¢ per hour,
he has not met the standard as set up at the beginning of the year
when the budget was made up, resulting in a divergence from
the budgeted net profit of $1.5o due to a change in method and
price.
Illustration # 5 shows that the operator has earned only 530
per hour, but still he has produced a saving over budget net profit
of $1.75. This condition is caused by the fact that standard time
per "C" pieces has been reduced since the budget was made up,
and that while the workman has beat budgeted standard time, he
has not been able to reach the new figure set for that job and
this results in an unfavorable efficiency variance of $1.
Illustration #6 shows that the workman has beat both the new
standard time and budgeted standard time resulting in a total
saving of $2.62. Of this amount $1.75 is due to beating budgeted
standard or change in method, and 87¢ is due to beating new
standard time or workman efficiency.
It will be noted from the above illustrations that one variance
is entirely due to the workman, and that the other is due to a
change in method which results in changes of budgeted net profit
as set up at the beginning of the budget period. While both are
operating variances, one is due to workman and the other shop
management, and should be so shown.
With the use of the master payroll card, we have automatic
collection of workman variances by days, which is a desirable
thing under the system as operated, but it does not fit in with advocated standard cost systems. It is shown that the standard cost
system is definitely tied in with the budget. It is also shown that
not only is the system an aid, but also a check on factory management, especially so where a cost reduction program is being inaugurated, and the system revealing constant reduction in standard
costs over a budget period.
There is one way to avoid writing off daily variances and that
is by the use of a job operation pay card which, instead of covering all of one man's work for the day, covers all of his work for
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that job. The check on total daily variance is lost, but the workman
variance is retained. Daily wage statistics are also given up under
this plan. The cards must all be closed out at the end of a pay
period in order to allocate variations by accounting periods. Such a
card provides for clocking in on reverse side for Q periods and
is shown below.
This new card as adopted fits in with our production department despatch system and is in fact the quadruplicate of the
despatch set, the forms being detached from the perforated left
corner. The greater portion of the pay card being filled out by the
production department eliminates errors in transcription from the
despatch to payroll card.
All the pay cards used are for both foundry and machine shop.
The daily pay card did not provide a means of showing labor variances, consequently, a separate variation card was made out as
follows, borrowing figures used in Illustration q, Figure II.
Foundry Standard Costs
The methods employed in the foundry are similar in every way
to those illustrated for the machine shops. The molders' and core makers' pay cards are checked in the same way as in the machine
shop, molders on the basis of molds produced and coremakers on
cores.
It is here we adopt the plan of taking raw material into inventory at actual prices and issuing out at standard, which practice is
exactly the opposite to that of the machine shops.
The reason for this is as follows: In the foundry the material
cost may change from month to month even though one had standard prices and always used the same standard. This is due to iron
mixture from month to month. The best plan, it was thought, was
to set a standard iron price for use on individual casting costs,
such standard being related to actual cost of iron as shown on
monthly metal cost statement and variance taken at that time, for
instance:
100 Tone

Ton

Actual Metal Cost Per Statement.......... $ 16.50
Standard Metal C o s t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16.00
$
.50
$1,650 _ 1,600 =103 Metal Cost Index

408

Total
$1,650.00
1,600.00
$

50.00
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There are also other factors such as oxidation loss and yield
which will cause metal cost to vary even though standard prices
were used, and the above method appears the most satisfactory
from every standpoint.
Normal burden rates are set up for the various foundry departments or processes for varying rates of operation as follows:
Melting
Cost per "C" lbs. melted..

200
$ 0.30

Tons Produced
250
300
.28
.25

350
.22

Molding Indirect
Budget Rate

2000
$ 2.00

Molding Hours
2500
3000
1.80
1.50

3500
1.25

Core Room Indirect
Budget Rate

800
$ 3.00

Core Hours
1000
1200
2.50
2.00

1500
1.75

Uniform Rate
Annealing
...............
Milling
Inspection.................
Maintenance...............
..s.....
Fixed Ch a r .
ge
..
. ....
..
..
. ....

200
$20.00
2.00
1.00
6.00
12.00

Tons Produced
250
300
16.00
18.00
1.60
1.80
.50
.40
5.00
4.00
8.00
10.00

350
15.00
1.40
.30
3.00
6.00

Budget Rate

$41.00

37.80

33.00

29.20

Finishing Hours
800
1000
.80
.70

1200
.60

.............

.............

.................

Finishing Costs
600
$ 1.00
Budget Rate
.............
Note: Figures given are fictitious.

Considering the 35o -ton capacity as standard capacity, the last
budget rate is the standard rate, volume variance is worked out
for each department the same as for the metal cutting plant departments.
Mention was made at the beginning, that under certain types of
operating conditions, and a variegated product, a budget would require a standard cost system, if it is to be of any value.
Let us suppose, for the moment, a business making ten major
classes of product and possibly some subdivisions. The raw material from which each is produced required a different base material. Would you be willing to average variances of all classes of
material over all classes of product, in view of fluctuations of raw
material? This same condition would obtain in factory labor and
burden as well.
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If there is a wide divergence of product and the production is
not continuous throughout the accounting period, variations must
be taken as the items are made. Shop performance losses should be
charged against the budgeted net profit for the period in which incurred and associated with the sales of that class of product that
was responsible.
If your factory production is confined to boxes of the same size
and material, or machine bolts of the same size and material, etc.,
the standard cost system will be very simple indeed, and the budget
will not require a great deal of attention. But add barrels to your
problem and you have increased your difficulties tenfold, and then
add baskets and then pails and paper boxes, and I am sure your
problems will not be easy ones to solve, unless you have departments well defined and one product confined to that department
through complete manufacture.
Another point that will always give trouble is the changing of
standards and the effect on inventories on hand at the date of the
changes. A good rule to follow is the one that will require the withdrawal at old prices until such time as the credits to this inventory
account equals the inventory at the date of the change. Any rule
or principle will produce discrepancies, but the one mentioned
above will probably keep them as low as any method that can be
used.
The whole idea is based on costing shop performance by model
or series, by days, by department, by operators, by operation, and
part number. The information is on the tabulating card, Figure
IV, which has been previously explained.
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BRASS FO UNDRY ACCOUNTING
By P. J. Lucey, Cost Accountant
Boston Elevated Rai lway, Bost on, Mass.
RIOR to Ja nuary 1, 1931 the accounting system in operation
in the brass foundry of the Boston Elevated Railway had been
in use for so long, with few improvements, that it had become obsolete and practically worthless in so far as accurate costs were concerned. The general auditor, himself, once said that even back in
the days when he was doing detail work in the Rolling Stock and
Shops Department this brass foundry was then a sore spot. Its
cost system, if you could term it such, was different from those
commonly used in a similar foundry and consequently its unit
prices varied very materially by comparison; so much so, in fact,
that we were considering purchasing non - ferrous castings at the
more favorable prices much as we now purchase ferrous castings.
This plan, after consideration, was dismissed because, after all, our
foundry was primarily an emergency shop, centrally located, where
most of the work represented replacement of damaged parts which
could be completed and replaced more rapidly by us than if we were
obliged to order from an outside concern. But aside from the convenience angle, why pick on costs which, at the best, were faulty
and misleading?
There were no apparent reasons for the high costs we were
showing. The metals which represented the bulk of the costs were
for the most part scrap and were obtainable, minus the usual
hauling charge, from W. & C. and storeroom, at the current scrap
prices. Labor costs were no higher than outside foundries, neither
was the overhead.
Of course, anybody who had studied costs would have noticed
certain abuses in this old system. It was the practice that supplies
when purchased were charged into the operating account, irrespective of whether they were used in that particular month. Naturally,
the proper method would have been to charge the operating account
with only the supplies used during that month, and that portion
still on hand should have been transferred to another account. In
addition, it was discovered that 2 5% on labor cost was being
charged for overhead expenses. This certainly was excessive, if
not entirely a duplication. If we keep in mind the fact that everything charged to this account must be credited in the price of cast 412
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ings delivered, and then we realize that excessive charges are being made, it becomes apparent that our prices are inaccurate.
Early in 193o a study was made of this problem with the end in
view of installing an up -to -date system. It was understood from
the beginning that foundry accounting is one of the most involved
in the entire field. When you consider the separate and distinct
processes of melting, molding, corework, cleaning and miscellaneous or general, and the variety and size of castings produced
rangi ng from / lb. , to 50, ioo, or even 5 0 0 lbs., you have some
idea of the task encountered in arriving at an equitable price per
unit delivered. An average pound basis was unsuitable for certain
processes, molding in particular. It was found that lighter castings required a greater amount of molding expense per pound
than did the heavier castings. The same was essentially true of
core - making, where the weight of the casting had no connection
whatever with the core - workers' time.
These, and other perplexing questions must be answered, but
first of all the proper system must be decided upon. And finally
it was, and the system selected was one not very old but fast gaining in popularity, I refer to Standard Costs or Predetermined
Costs as they are sometimes called. I shall give you W. B. Lawrence's definition of this term. "Standard costs are estimates of
what costs should be under as nearly perfect conditions as it is
possible to secure. They are not necessarily fixed or permanent in
their nature, but are subject to change from time to time as they
may be affected by various conditions." For several months an exhaustive study was continued on this subject. Conferences were
held, foundry observations made, tests were made, time studies
taken, other functions gone over, and finally the following conclusions were reached. The basis for pricing castings delivered
were to be as follows:
Labor & Expense Standards
Melting, % ¢ per lb. delivered; Cleaning, / ¢ per lb. delivered; General or Foundry Overhead, i ¢ per lb. delivered;
Molding, as well as Core Work, were not put on a lb. basis
but were to be handled by the foreman on an actual basis, a
separate section on the cost card being set aside for this
purpose.
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Material Standards

Each pattern is made up from an alloy, which, defined, is
simply a combination of metals melted together. For example, Alloy # 3 from which D. G. Ears and Controller
Fittings are made is composed of 86% Copper, 8 / °fo Zinc,
3% Lead, and 2 %%o Tin. With these percentages and the
market price of scrap or new metals, whichever kind the
foundry is using, the price per lb. of Alloy #3 i s easily
found. The same is true of every other alloy which is
worked out in the same manner. In practice, however, a
schedule is prepared in advance showing the Alloy No. and
its corresponding lb. cost.
Now it is obvious that if the chief clerk of the machine
shop is supplied with a schedule of alloy lb. costs, knows
that melting labor per lb. is %¢, cleaning labor per lb. is
/¢, foundry overhead is t¢, the foreman to supply actual
molding and coremaking costs, he has adequate tools to
price daily the castings delivered.
Briefly summarized, we will assume 2,000 trolley wheels
are ordered from the brass foundry, and the foundry completes 2 0 0 the first day. The chief clerk turns to his cost
sheet of this job. His first task is to find the cost per lb.
of these trolley wheels.
Against M e l t i n g h e p l a c e s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . / ¢
Cl e a n i n g h e p l a ce s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . %
"
Foun dr y Over head h e pl aces.. .. .. . t¢
Mol di n g h e p l a ce s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 ¢
"
Coremaking h e p l a c e s . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4¢
"
Mat'l. Cost, he refers to Alloy # I . . . 7¢
Th i s gi ves hi m a t ota l of .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . 15¢ per l b.
Step # 2 is to reduce lbs. to pieces as castings are delivered not by lbs. but by units. From experience, or from
dividing pieces into lbs., he finds there are approximately
2 % lbs. to a finished trolley wheel so he multiplies 15¢ (lb.
cost) x 2 / lbs. and it gives 37/¢ per unit; 2 0 0 were delivered, so he completes his manifest for trolley wheels by
inserting .37/ and extends $75.
416
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Of course, many of you will say that is all very well, the method
is unique, but how does it work out in practice? Well, the answer
to this lies in the balance of a/c 411364 at the close of each month.
If the standards had been perfectly forecasted in every particular,
theoretically the balance of this account should be equal to the
value of metals in operation, but unfortunately variable factors
enter into this problem, which taken over the entire 12 months
level themselves out, but on a month -to -month basis tend to throw
the balance off.
Ledger Balance January 1 , 1 9 3 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$300.40

Cha rge s for Ye a r

Labor
Melting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Co r e W or k . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Molding . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cleaning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
General . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$1,612.74
1,468.61
6,660.87
2,515.70
2,798.18

Material . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Miscellaneous De p t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$15,056.10
29,962.89
1,096.01

Total Charges ( a ct u a l co s t s ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

46,115.00

Cre dits fo r Pe rio d

Deliveries ( s t a n d a r d co s t s ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

46,951.59

Inventory Adju stment based on Castings

Delivered represent a variance of 1. 67 % . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

784.52

Ledger Balance January 1, 1 9 3 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pounds Produced 386,557/
No. of jobs 1,400

$248.33

ILLUSTRATION I

However, if this balance seems to vary to a greater degree than
the circumstances warrant, it then becomes the duty of the Bureau
of Audit to investigate and find out, if possible, the reasons. First,
a cecomputation of pound and piece costs is made in practically the
same manner as had been done by the chief clerk, except that instead of computing in advance this department now possesses the
records showing the jobs from start to finish and consequently are
able to discover any errors in this regard. (See Figur e I) This
check occasionally discloses a pattern which was mispriced, and as
the books are not closed for the month as yet, it is a simple matter
to change prices on the manifests affecting deliveries of this
pattern.
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BOST ON EL E VAT E D RAIL WAY
BRASS
YE A R

Mo n th
January ........
February .......
March ..........
Apr il . . . . . . . . . . .
May ...........

June

...........
July .....-.....

August .........
September . . . . . .
. . . October
O° November . . . . . .
Dec emb er . . . . . . .
T OT AL

......

0/0
Po un ds S h rin k Delivered age
31,159
3.04
2.27
33,229y
35,270%
1.44
33,481
1.28
39,955%
2.42
35,731%
2.29
30,965
3.57
26,574
2.66
28,472/
2.81
36,658
2.13
29,337
2.74
25,724
3.19
386,557/

2.44

END ED

FOUNDRY

D ECEMBER 31, 1931

Value
Sh rink ag e of Cast in Lb s.
ings Del'd.
950
$4,125.70
733/
4,443.17
507%
4,736.65
427%
4,548.87
966%
4,880.35
817%
4,228.72
1,105
3,480.18
706
3,058.77
801/
3,048.96
779
4,014.40
803
3,216.24
821
3,169.58
9,417

$46,951.59

n
r-

Labor
$1,305.52
1,227.04
1,472.14
1,378.72
1,381.71
1,273.15
1,189.83
1,041.11
1,046.02
1,292.98
1,104.53
1,343.35

Manu fac turing Costs
Material
Other Charges
$2,674.57
$93.81
82.27
2,888.47
3,050.22
93.38
2,809.31
69.32
2,905.35
85.20
2,711.95
126.97
2,486.01
91.43
76.59
2,028.24
2,092.61
116.54
2,622.53
97.28
72.57
2,083.46
1,610.17
90.65

$15,056.10
$29,962.89
$1,096.01
Add — Inventory at beginning...........
Sta nda rd Costs of Ca stings De li ve re d. .
Inventory Adjustment .................
Inventory, December 31, 1 9 3 1 . . . . . . . . . .

To ta l
$4,073.90
4,197.78
4,615.74
4,257.35
4,372.26
4,112.07
3,767.27
3,145.94
3,255.17
4,012.79
3,260.56
3,044.17

W
�e

$46,115.00
300.40
$46,415.40
46,951.59
536.19
784.52
$248.33

d
ro
co

^

Ma de up of cor es o n ha nd and metals
in o p e r a t i o n

ILLUSTRATION II
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representatives of the Rolling Stock and Shops Department for
their cooperation in the effort we have made to modernize our
Brass Foundry Accounting.
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P RE S I D E N T I A L A D D R E S S
By Roland Dunkerley, F.C.W.A.
been my privilege to occupy many of the offices, both of
ITtheHASInstitute
and of the Branches, but I feel deeply conscious
that in asking me to be your President you have conferred a signal
honor upon me.
As one of its earliest members, and as a member of the Council
almost from its formation, I have been associated in a unique
manner with the development of the Institute; and now, when it
ranks in importance with, and takes its place amongst, the foremost professional Institutes, I feel more than ever that the molding and guiding of its policies demand increasing responsibility
from the Presidents who, from year to year, take up its leadership
and direction.
It is far more difficult to create than to conserve: in fact, I trust
that we may never reach the stage of conservation. Where creation ceases, stagnation invariably sets in, and if we are to keep
before us that ideal of practical service to industry which brought
us into being, we can never admit that our work has reached the
ultimate.
Today, "practical service by application" must be the keynote
of every member of the Institute of Cost and Works Accountants.
Industry's Difficulties
The restoration of industry is vital to the well being, not only
of this nation, but of the world. Industrial prosperity is no longer
a circumscribed interest, but the immediate concern of the whole
community, for it fixes the high standard of living which is the
basis of our modern social structure.
But to restore prosperity today is a much more complicated
matter than after any earlier depression of which we have records,
for the industrialist is surrounded by entirely new obstacles and
barriers, both national and international.
Tariffs, currency restrictions, fluctuating exchanges and gold
sterilization are international, and are likely to hamper us for many
years. When we add to these the closer problems of national marketing schemes, quotas, trade restrictions, shorter working weeks,
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the after effects of rationalization and the results of mechanization,
we can appreciate the unprecedented task with which industry is
faced.
Now, although my main purpose in this address is to discuss
how the cost accountant can help industry to guide itself through
these more immediate problems, I may, I think, be permitted to
digress a little to examine a wider vista which I see opening up to
cost accountancy.
Costing and Managed Currencies
Economists, seeking solutions for the Gold Problem, are flirting
with "managed currency" —the idea being to anticipate events, and
so to stabilize purchasing power and production.
"Managed currencies," with which President Roosevelt is experimenting in a tentative way, will probably be controlled through
some form of index figures involving current prices of raw and
manufactured materials, increases or decreases in the production
of goods, stocks, bank credits, money rates and so forth.
It will be necessary to determine these index figures in advance
of events, so as to impose the necessary control and stabilization.
What we have here is undoubtedly our old friend "Budgetary
Control" taken to national and international proportions.
If the theory of "managed currency" ever becomes fact, I foresee a time when every major industry will have cost accountants
engaged in the accurate prediction of the course of production and
distribution and the costs and profits thereof, building up national
forecasts for their industry. I also foresee these individual forecasts for each industry being combined with financial and economic
forecasts into a comprehensive national forecast upon which will
be based, with ever increasing exactitude, the management of the
monetary standard. This cycle of control and stabilization could
be carried through all those elements of the industrial economy
which are today so chaotically and wastefully permitted to find
their own painful adjustment.
This, it may be, is perhaps looking too far into the future, and
our concern is rather with the work -a -day problems, and the place
of cost accountancy in assisting to remedy some of our present
difficulties.
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Some Very Present Problems
The methods applied to overcome difficulties have in themselves
provided further problems: for example, price cutting necessitates
cheap production and mass methods. These have been obtained in
some cases through large scale amalgamations. Experience, however, has shown that in periods of depression these are not so versatile and adaptable as the medium or small business. When demand is good large units, often single purpose, with low cost of
production may be very profitable, but in times of depression these
units, representing huge investments, carry charges which are a
grievous burden to their owners.
Other problems have arisen in the effort to provide alternative
work for units not fully occupied, and this has driven manufacturers into lines of business other than the ones for which they
are equipped, and in which they are probably not competitive.
The closing of export markets, due to various economic restrictions, has intensified marketing problems, and the diminishing sales
have had repercussions on the manufacturing side. Efforts to
bring down the cost of production, both of the standard and of
new types of business, into line with the low selling prices ruling,
have created problems with which most cost accountants are immediately associated.
The depression, however, has not been without its good points,
for there is nothing so compelling as adversity. During the past
few years attention has been focused on details of wastage; many
not readily apparent. Attention to these details has been found,
after investigation, to have considerable bearing on the companies'
results. Today, to name only a few, we see the analysis of all
items of overhead, the review of selling efforts and their cost, application of time studies and efficiency methods, the appreciation
of research activities, and the planning of work to give service and
keep down disproportionate investment in work -in- progress and
stocks.
All this has demanded of management a new technique, and
when the problems are accentuated, as in the case of large scale
units, it will be appreciated that costing information, not only exact, but prompt, has become an essential part of management's
equipment.
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It is obvious from the results of recent conferences and national experiments in economic theories, that there are no golden
rules to be laid down, and that however helpful theorists may be,
there must be a stage where practical application by well informed
business executives is necessary.
What Is Effective Management?
What is effective management, and how are the investors in, or
the owners of, a business, to judge of the success of the management ?
Management has been briefly described as the effective control
of all the responsibilities that arise from the different activities
called into being by the working of an industrial unit. Every activity, great or small, that arises in industry ought to be capable of
being expressed in terms of money: that is, as a profit or loss, and
the sum of the results of all the activities is the final profit or loss
of the company.
The resultant profit or loss does not, however, always signify
whether the company has or has not been well managed. Economic
and international restrictions on trade, fashion changes and even
natural causes may have a very serious effect on the results, and
may be entirely outside the management's control. Unfortunately,
the published financial accounts do not always reveal this, and
there is a growing feeling that more information could with advantage be given to shareholders and owners in reports on trading
than is at present the practice. Such reports would help to create
or maintain confidence in a company and in its management.
How Can Investors Judge Management?
One of the features of the present -day company control is that
the ownership is no longer vested in a few individuals to whom
personal reports have to be made, who can inquire why results are
not as expected, and who can take the necessary action. Ownership
today usually lies in a multitude of shareholders who are often remote and un- coordinated, and who thereby have almost ceased to
count in the control of business policy. Yet collectively, these investors have enormous sums at stake.
The present system of company meetings is admittedly an unsatisfactory substitute for personal control. It is difficult to see an
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alternative, but control of inefficient management is necessary if
bankruptcies are to be avoided, and the writing down of capital is
to be overcome. This national waste, which is what the writing off
of capital amounts to, will have to be tackled.
Is there any satisfactory method for investors to be informed?
The expansion of Budgetary Control may provide an answer and
allow for the report on one year's working to be accompanied by
forecasts for the next. Even quarterly company reports and meetings are within the bounds of possibility, with detailed reports giving reasons for the actual trading as against the forecasts. Obviously, such reports would have to be certified, just as balance sheets
and financial accounts are certified by outside auditors. This offers
considerable scope for cost accountants and particularly consultant
cost accountants. I have the feeling that gradually the large financial interests will adopt some such type of report for their private
use and that ultimately the practice will become established as a
public one.
The Guidance

of

New Finance

It is common knowledge that today immense sums are available
for investment, but those who control that capital are hesitating to
place their money, either for the development of new industries or
for the revival of the old ones. There is a lack of confidence which
is scarcely to be wondered at, but we are entitled to ask if this
lack of confidence in industry and management is now justified,
having regard to the present availability of accurate information
for control.
The process by which capital has been allocated to industry for
development has in the past been of a very unscientific nature. It
seems inevitable that this process must soon be subjected to closer
scrutiny which, it is to be hoped, will banish the uncertainty now
existing.
How far can the financial interests go towards a more scientific
handling of investment to eliminate the undesirable element of
speculative operations, or of non - speculative operations based upon
too lightly conceived optimism?
It seems clear that in addition to the ordinary investigation of
the return on capital, long range views will be necessary: views
based upon exact statistical study of the tendencies of trade, of
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technical and scientific development and of plant design. The
study of markets is of great importance, often of more importance
than the purely manufacturing side, although it is the latter for
which capital is called, and upon plant that capital allocation is
made. If investigations on these lines are to be followed, cost
accountants will need to study the aspect of potential markets for
all projects in contemplation, and be prepared to submit reports
covering this side of the problem, as well as that of savings in cost
or improvements in manufacture which the expenditure of the
new capital is expected to give.
There seems no doubt that when the present restriction on new
issues is lifted, there will be a glut of requests for capital, and if
this is to be turned into the channels of industry, the investing
public will need guidance and safeguards from overstated prospectuses. Many suggestions for doing this have been brought forward from time to time, and it is obviously difficult.
Most remedies would appear to lie fundamentally in the hands
of the finance houses or banks concerned in the issue, and in the
thoroughness of the investigations that are made into the premises
on which the statements in the prospectuses are founded. The application of costing principles and knowledge to these investigations would reveal inherent weaknesses and do much to prevent
overstatements.
In some such way as this, finance, once the handmaiden of industry, and now its controller, will recognize that it has greater
responsibilities than when its functions were confined to banking
and will take up those responsibilities and play its true part in
industrial recovery.
Checking Uneconomic Competition
The economic factor affected by new issues, which perhaps has
the most intimate bearing on industry, is the entry of further competitors, either of new companies or extensions of existing companies into markets already more than sufficiently equipped to cope
with the demand. The result is invariably adverse in general to that
industry. To appreciate this one has only to note how many new
companies report inability to fulfill forecast in their prospectuses,
mainly because they have been unable to obtain sufficient business
to keep their new and often expensive plant working at normal
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capacity. The effect of these additional producers on companies
already established is usually to cause them to work under capacity
with the inevitable result of losses, or to drive them into other lines
of business; and so the vicious circle continues.
This checking of uneconomic competition, by the withholding
of support from undesirable additions to an industry, is most important from both the industrial and the national point of view;
and financial houses, in conjunction with associations where these
exist in the industry, would appear to be in a strong position to
control it. Prevention brought about in this way would be better
than any government intervention. This, in the absence of other
methods, may ultimately have to take place if industries already
established are to make sufficient profits, not only to pay a dividend
but to keep their factories in a state of efficiency, and so maintain
a reasonable selling price.
The Complete Review and What Follows
On the other hand, it may be that financial support is withdrawn from a firm when what is really needed is further investment in it. But how is the financial house to be sure that this is so?
The financial point of view, whilst obviously important, is not
always the industrial viewpoint. Other aspects of a business are
perhaps not so easily measured as the financial one. In this, the
expert advice of the auditor is available, but even the auditor's
figures cannot . attain their greatest value unless they are accompanied by a report which tells "Why." Incidentally, the financial
"Why" is answered best in those industrial concerns where there
exists a complete system of cost accounting to provide the information.
But financial investigations are not enough if the general question of the efficiency of the business is being judged. A review of
all the functions which build up management is essential. In his
book on The Management Audit, Mr. T. G. Rose deals in detail
with methods of carrying out an internal review, but whilst he does
not make a special reference thereto, it is obvious that the result
of such an audit of management would be infinitely more valuable
where a modern cost system is operating.
This nation was not built up by "safety first" methods, but by
courageous adventure. The spirit of romance and adventure can
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still be found in our industrial enterprises, but the adventure need
not be in uncharted seas. Progressive industrialists have the means
of obtaining every item of information they require to help them
to attain their goal, and it is towards the provision of this information that the energies and activities of the members of the Institute of Cost and Works Accountants are directed.
It is now much more appreciated, and the appreciation is growing, that the direction and management of industrial undertakings,
and above all of undertakings which have to be rescued from difficulties, should be in the hands of practical managements who can
appreciate and know how to use the powerful tools which cost accounting has put into their hands. Those who have not spent years
in carrying industrial responsibility, and in learning how to use
what I have just called the tools of management, however experienced in their professional duties in other spheres, cannot form a
true appreciation of the problems which arise, or determine a
proper course of action.
Skilled in management and provided with the proper tools of
management, industrial projects will cease to be "adventures" in
the old sense of the word, and will become more and more exactly
calculable. The point I would stress, however, is that it is not only
the collection of facts, but their intelligent application by practical
management, which counts.
Reviving Declining Businesses
When financial stringency is experienced, the writing down of
assets or capital reconstruction does not in itself do anything to
help management, or to ensure success in the future. It must be
accompanied by a complete review of all the managerial functions,
policy, markets and equipment, and the new management must
have power of decision and action. Particularly, to quote Professor Annan, investigation will be needed into "those insidious developments of unsatisfactory features which may have been long
unsuspected," which are the causes of the decline of so many
businesses.
A complete overhaul of the business, the appointment of practical business executives and the installation of an efficient cost
system are perhaps not the most palatable ways of bringing a
business back to prosperity; but obviously, it is unfair to the finan428
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cial interests, owners or shareholders, if a concern is allowed to go
on again under the old management, with the old outlook, methods
and policy, until either it is again reconstructed or providentially
swallowed up by something larger, or the movement of the trade
cycle brings the tide of prosperity back again, and floats the ship
in spite of its heavy cargo. The happiness and well being of too
many people are today wrapped up in the prosperity of any industrial concern to allow personal feelings to stand in the way of real
reconstruction.
If the basis of sound management is an accurate knowledge of
what is going on all the time, in all the functions of the business,
then cost accountancy is an essential part of it. There is now no
industry, whether extractive, productive, distributive or service for
which accurate costs cannot be prepared. Cost accountants live
with the industrial problem, and it is part of their duty to provide
the records from which the results of the various activities can be
seen. From their practical experience and from their close contact
with working facts, they are undoubtedly in a strong position to
offer advice on matters of policy.
But the information they provide must be "news" and not "history": it must be "interpretation" and not merely "data." In fact,
modern costing with its standards is concerned with today and tomorrow, rather than yesterday, and with the translation of the
"interpretation" into action, and not into reports.
Standards and Uniform Cost Systems
All this is rapidly bringing to the fore the necessity for standards
against which to measure efficiency: at this year's conference,
methods of providing and using standards will be the chief theme,
and no doubt many useful and helpful thoughts will be the outcome.
Even more important than standards within individual firms is
the necessity for standards within similar industries, and even with
similar industries abroad. In every trade investigation carried out,
in every amalgamation, in every question involving the opening
up or closing down of factories, departments or machines, the
necessity for a standard of comparison is involved. The question
of "cost" arises each time, and only when costs are based on, or
translated to, a uniform system are they really comparative.
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The Balfour Committee on industry and trade soon realized this
and commented on the difficulties which arose due to the lack of
reliable comparative cost information; and in the present American
reconstruction, the setting up of uniform cost systems for industries was one of the first actions of the Roosevelt administration.*
Unfortunately, costing is not a science where definite rules can
be written down and followed blindly: it is, however, not impossible to establish uniform basic systems of costing for the various
industries, and the development of this work is one that lies before
cost accountants.
Selling and Distribution
Another important aspect of cost accounting on which I desire
to focus your attention, is that of the cost of selling and distribution, which in many cases is as great as, and in others even greater
than, the cost of manufacture. The collection of cost figures and
statistics in this side of business has in recent years been carried
to a much greater degree than was the case a few years ago. The
review of these figures and statistics has had considerable influence on selling and distributive policies, but much remains to be
done, and the development of costing technique, particularly to
enable information to be given on individual types of articles sold,
provides a wide field to members of the Institute.
Costing has always been associated with campaigns against
"Waste." Some waste is visual and can be easily controlled, but
there is today a considerable source of national waste not very apparent, but very significant. This is due to the multitudinous
varieties which exist in nearly every product manufactured.
The Fetish of Variety —a National Waste
Varieties exist of size, shape and color, and every conceivable
combination of each. The waste involved is enormous. Large investment in stocks is inevitable, not only by the manufacturers,
but by every distributor and retailer, and the end of much of this
is the scrapping of unsalable products, and writing down of
stocks, which are in every way comparable to the great national
waste involved in writing down capital.
• Editor's Note: This is not literally true. Uniform Accounting methods have not
been established by law in the U. S., but it is probabl y true that cost provisions of the
codes cannot be effectively enforced without uniform accounting.
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In addition to this obvious side to the problem, every works executive and cost accountant will appreciate the amount of capital
locked up in producing the various raw materials, tools, dies and,
in some cases, special machines.
Probably the greatest item in this waste is the excessive cost of
short runs, which are the result of small orders for the various
types which follow numerous varieties.
And to what end? In most cases to have something slightly different from a competitor, or to own a similar line. By even a moderate amount of standardization, there would be conferred upon
the consumer by lower prices, ample recompense for some restriction in his choice. The customer, unsuspectingly, has to pay in the
end, for waste must ultimately be paid for.
In many cases, the manufacturer of these varieties sees himself
losing money, but is unable to say what all this fetish for variety
costs. The final results are almost always wasteful, and cost accountants need to devote attention to this growing problem and
bring, very forcibly, before their managements the effect of this
policy of variety and the taking of small and oddment orders.
In this survey I have attempted to show by reviewing the present and future applications, how the fundamentals on which cost
accountancy is based, will become more and more appreciated as
sound, both for industry and commerce. In addition there is no
doubt that in our national and municipal problems, in trade investigations and in that great and difficult field of labor disputes,
the services and experience of cost accountants are going to be
utilized in the near future to an even greater extent than they are
at present.
I started by stating that "practical service by application" should
be the keynote of the cost accountant today, and I have addressed
myself to that theme throughout the thoughts which I have put
before you. Some of them may seem visionary, but the field of cost
accounting service is widening every day. In the present industrial, national and international situations with their ever changing
aspects, who shall define the limits of service to which cost accountancy will be called?
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